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Abstract
dfffcrentiated types of
ditrtte. The research incluH (/) the determina'ins1ttem levels as a function of various weather paramein
standing
biomass during the growing period, (3) the assessment
dange
efrects of removal of green biomass on CO2 exchangs, (4) the identification of limiting
factors, climatic and nutritional, nitrogpn fixation comprised, in plant dry matter production, and
(5)thetestingof newtechniques, such a$ remote sensing, as a means to generalize experimental
results to larger land surfaces. Emphasis was put on the study of higher plants and lichens. Results
are considered in the light of problems connected with the use and eonservation=ofthe plant cover.
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Rational use and conservation of the arctic and subarctic vegetation in Greenland, implies a good
understanding of the physiological behaviour of its doninant species,particularly their photosyntbet ic production, in
besod
into

ctuao-

erc'1nond
to'the various clitbafi+feetars, &re to the long relaxation timq4&
growth procescs
involved, the responseof photosynthesis and respiration to, for example, irradiance and temperature, is almost immediate
Studies, similar in more than one respect, to those outlined here, have been ionducted in
Alaska by Tieszen (1978). References to other investigations in the arctic are given in Lewis
and Callaghan (1976). A general survey of arctic vegetation has been published by Aleksandrova
(1980). Phytosociological and edaphological studies in Greenland have been carried out by,
, B<icher (1949), Hansen (1969) and Laursen and Ornsholt (1979). Two research
g*bliffie
current$,j4.*progiress, a reindeer project and a shp faraqing proiect,'described
respectivelyby Strandgaard (1980) and Thorsteinson (1980).
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Upernaviarsot

trcn surYqt,

work was carried out in three experimental sites: Kangerlussuaq,
(Fi& 1). It was accompanied, in two of the sites, by a vegetaclassification of about 100 relev6s according to the
1974). These relev6s are presented
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